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The Robinson O4 is a workhorse from the days of British steam, and you can now drive this faithful old ‘kettle’ in Train
Simulator, with scenarios specially created 5d3b920ae0
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English

Great classic locomotive. It doesn't have cab light and advance functionality, but this locomotive is a great one for the
Woodhead route and can also be used on the SDJR. Really fit nicely in and a powerful locomotive for its size.. Of all the steam
engines, this remains one of my overall favourites, its not super fast by any standard but able to pull at a reasonable speed, huge
trains of coal and goods and is very easy to learn its ways and means to make it go. It feels very at home in the Woodhead area,
is great fun and at the new classic price, well worth a go.. Very nice to drive, can get it up to 55 easily with a long freight.
Reccomended.. Ordinary loco, nothing special. Not near as nice looking or fun to drive as a lot of other steam locos in the
collection. Outdated model with little detail or features K4s, A4s, the Black 5s, all the JXs, Castles, FEF, Kings, GWRs,
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Panniers, etc., are all much better. I think the only reason I got this is that it's a dependency in a lot of workshop scenarios.. It
may be strong yes, but strong enough to pull a 41 car train including brakevan excluding tender up a 1:50/2% gradient.. Old
model, so not much detail, but looks OK, and nice to drive; pulls a huge load and apart from the whistle, the sounds are pleasing
- a hefty chuff and puff.
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